
CENTENNIAL SPORTS ARENA 

SCOREBOARD OPERATION 

 

TURN SCOREBOARD SWITCH TO ON 

 

ENTER CODE 63 when prompted,  press ENTER 

 

SETTING TIME: 

 

   Set 

Press  Time , enter numbers for desired time, press ENTER. Please 

remember to add an extra zero when using tenths of a second. 

 

GOALS AND # PENALTIES:        score  

When either the home or guest scores a goal, press   +1 

        score 

If you need to change the score, press    *   , number, and ENTER. 

 

Using the # of penalties, follow the same procedure. 

 

PENALTIES:  Setting time- 

 

For setting two minute penalties: 

   Player 

Press  Penalty  , press ENTER, enter player number, press ENTER, press 

ENTER a second time to display penalty on scoreboard. 

The scoreboard is programmed for two minute penalties. 

 

For setting penalties that are more than two minutes: 

   Player 

Press  Penalty  , press ENTER, enter player number, press ENTER,  enter 

the amount of time, press ENTER. 

 

        Player    

To clear a penalty:  Press  Penalty ,  press      arrow key to select 

penalty to be cleared, press CLEAR, then press ENTER. ****When clearing 

a penalty, the computer thinks you are adding a second penalty and the 

number 2 will be flashing in the left hand side of the display window; 

you must now use the arrow keys to get the penalty you want to clear.  

In this instance, you pushed the up arrow and it went to the first (#1) 

penalty and cleared it.  The arrow keys allow you to change or clear 

any penalty.  The top penalty is #1, the bottom penalty is #2.  The #3 

penalty is not shown because the third penalty cannot start until one 

of the first two has expired.  However, you may program in the third 

penalty and it will automatically kick in when one of the other two 

penalties expires. 

 

 

 



PERIODS: 

   

        Period 

Press     *    , enter period number desired, press ENTER. 

Note:  Period 4 is overtime. 

 

ENABLE PENALTIES:  Penalty time runs in sync with game time. 

DISABLE PENALTIES:  Penalty time will not run until you push enable.  

(This is used for running time periods.  Penalties start at drop of 

puck.) 

 

 TROUBLE SHOOTING 

 

BOTH Scoreboards under CODE 63 

 

 

PROBLEM                                  SOLUTION               

 

Scoreboard buzzes, 88 is the            Check connections. 

only number on the board.               Enter code 63. 

 

                                                               

 

Penalty will not come up on    Not entering proper 

the scoreboard.     keys.  See PENALTIES 

on other side. 

                                                               

 

Penalty time will not run in   Push ENABLE penalties 

sync with game.     on scoreboard panel. 

                                                                

 

Cannot clear penalty from board.  Use arrow keys to find  

proper penalty to  

clear. 

                                                               

 

Overtime period light not on.   Overtime is period 4. 

                                                               

 

 

Most errors are the result of going too fast or not entering 

commands properly.  This is a computer and needs to be told what 

to do.  Simply hitting the clear button and entering does not 

tell the computer WHAT to clear.  If you have further problems, 

ask the attendant on duty. 

 


